
Business Cents

“The POS system does the  
hard work for me.” — Joy Goldberg, store owner

Joy Goldberg — Item owner

The client
Item, a designer shoe and accessory store at 1102 Magnolia in 

Larkspur, brings big city style to Marin.

The challenge
Find and install an affordable, easy-to-use point of sale and 

bookkeeping system. System must allow the “technically 

challenged” store owner to actively manage her inventory and 

retrieve sales and vendor information on the spot.

The solution
 QuickBooks Point of Sale Pro with QuickBooks Pro •	
integrated bookkeeping
POS computer and administrative work station•	

 Business Cents consulting, system recommendation,  •	

installation and training

 
The result

 Easier, quicker and more accurate inventory •	
management 
 Lean staffing because POS system fills in as third employee•	

 Instant access to vendor and sales reports – which items •	

sell best and which have the highest margin – so owner Joy 

Goldberg can order strategically and maximize profits 

Bay Area Shoe Boutique 
Starts Off on the Right Foot 
with POS-Managed Inventory 
Joy Goldberg knows shoes. She’s been immersed in the business 
her whole life – from her first job at a Tiburon shoe store to her 
career as a wholesale rep. Not to mention the influence of a 
father, grandfather and husband in the shoe trade.

So when she decided to fill a niche in Marin and open Item, 
a boutique specializing in designer shoes and accessories in 
Larkspur, she had all her Luciano Padovans and Juicy Coutures  
in a row.

Shoe savvy, tech challenged
Joy needed help outfitting her store with the administrative 
tools that can make or break the bottom line. Calling herself 
“technically challenged,” she opted out of equipment 
comparisons and went directly for first-hand knowledge.  
Joy asked everyone she knew in retail about their experiences 
with bookkeeping, point of sale systems (POS) and inventory 
management.

Her research boiled down to a shopping list with one must-have: 
an affordable bookkeeping/POS system. It must be easy for a 
non-techie to use and allow her to know instantly what stock 
is on-hand and how well each item sells. And lastly, it needed 
to produce reports that would help her make nimble, informed 
business decisions.

She considered the Retail Management System from Microsoft, 
“but it costs a fortune and is more complicated than I need,” 
says Joy. Finally, in early 2004 a store owner from Brentwood 
confirmed Joy’s analysis in one simple statement, “All you need  
is QuickBooks.” 

Teaming up with Business Cents
To get started, Joy looked for help on the QuickBooks website 
and found Business Cents, a San Anselmo-based bookkeeping 
and software consulting company. The firm’s husband and wife 
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to automate inventory tracking



Business Cents

owners Robin Wilson and David Glantz split the project, with 
Robin taking care of the bookkeeping side of the equation and 
David managing the POS system installation and training. 

As Robin and Joy created a plan to configure Item’s QuickBooks 
Pro bookkeeping program, Robin offered suggestions to 
streamline other new business set-up tasks. Questions to ask 
a payroll service. The kind of checks that work best with the 
computer and where to order them. Other service and supply 
vendors Joy might need.

Then, it was POS time. As independent consultants, David and 
Robin can recommend virtually any combination of hardware and 
software that will do the job. “They helped me pick the computer 
system,” says Joy. “How to buy it, where to buy it, what pieces I 
needed. I really relied on them to walk me through it.”

Customizing the system for Item
David and a computer technician assembled the reasonably 
priced package of components for Item, managed the building 
of the network and made sure it was running smoothly. Their 
system is made up of:

 QuickBooks Point of Sale Pro software, integrated with •	
QuickBooks Pro accounting 
 POS computer – monitor, cash drawer, receipt printer, bar •	
code scanner and credit card scanner using QuickBooks 
merchant service
 desktop workstation and printer so Joy can access account •	
history and reports from her office using both QuickBooks  
POS and Financials

 
Because Item was the first retail point of sale client for Business 
Cents, David completed the QuickBooks POS software 
certification as he configured it for the shoe store. He discussed 
purchasing, sales and inventory scenarios with Joy, so he could 
understand how the system fit into her business operations.  
“We learned from each other,” Joy says.

Usually, existing inventory is imported neatly into QuickBooks 
from a spreadsheet. Since Item was brand new, David input 
each sandal, espadrille and tote from the packing slips as the 
shipments arrived at the store. After that, he customized the 
system, turning off features and functions they didn’t need and 
activating the ones they’d be using.

Going live
In mid-2004, when Joy and store manager Cosima Crane threw 
open Item’s doors and the first customers walked in, David was 
there, too. “We make it a point to be onsite when the system 
goes live,” he explains.

Any glitches? Well, not that day. But later, Cosima was by herself 
and helping a steady stream of customers when the system went 
down. Without the cash register, she was sunk. Cosima phoned 
David and “he called back right away and talked me through it. 
We had it working in about 10 minutes,” says Cosima. Through 
remote access to her system, he discovered a DSL service problem 
and helped her reset and get back online. “The best way to put it 
is that David is always available,” she says.

Efficient and profitable 
The QuickBooks POS has become indispensable to Item. “The 
computer is our third staff member,” says Cosima. “We need 
way less manpower because the system does so much.” In 
addition to ringing up sales, she uses the system to create 
purchase orders, receive shipments into inventory, approve 
invoices and catch shipping and billing errors.  

Joy also relies on the POS for instant and easy access to decision-
making data. She says, “If I can learn it, anybody can. And I can 
tell you who my best vendor is, who I’m making the most money 
with, how many pairs I’ve sold.” 

Having the POS system on board not only keeps Item efficient 
and profitable, it’s fun. Around the last week of the month, Joy 
and Cosima make a game of querying the computer a few times 
a day to see how close they are to meeting their sales projections. 

The women at Item continue their relationship with Business 
Cents, calling David for software updates and questions and 
selling shoes to Robin. “I have recommended the system to other 
retailers,” Joy says. “But more than the computer, it’s really about 
Business Cents.”




